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CVI-Business Development Group [Order_BDG] : 

The frst step in the right direction with Capital Vault Incorporated is confdently choosing to 
work together to create solid long term relationships and prosperity that begins with the CVI-
Business Development Group. This is a productive, proftable and enjoyable environment for 
members to learn, grow, become more involved, optimize opportunities, progress more in 
knowledge, expertise, wealth, assets, business development ability, personal and 
professional development and to participate in a dynamic range of CVI-Options depending on 
your interests, resources, requirements or capacity all related to private business purposes.

In enabling greater understanding with others, it is essential to have a good awareness of the 
Elements and the Essence of Operations and also how opportunity, challenge, reward, new 
wealth and revenue stream generation are all possible by a diverse and integrated universe of  
potential to choose from. Find out more: About CVI

You can proceed at your own pace, focus on what you like, want or need the most, become 
more active as you expand your awareness and capacity, achieve success and satisfaction 
from decisions and create an alternative everyday experience step by step, more in line with 
your values, ideal lifestyle with the many opportunities available to you.

In personal and professional growth, we can explore, experience, learn, grow, develop and 
express the best of who we are, as we build upon a solid foundation and enjoy an improved 
quality of life in the process, we can share in challenging and rewarding experiences as we 
make valuable contributions to building an alternate reality we envision with the kind of pride, 
satisfaction and happiness that can be ours by choice and mutual action.

First action plan with your membership is being a Business Associate with a Business 
Associate Account and also utilizing the BDG Unifed Account. These accounts are included 
to get started as you familiarize yourself with all the CVI-Options. Upon reviewing the 
Compensation Program, a member makes contributions to their account by response and 
active involvement through Account and Portfolio sign-up, questionnaires, pop quiz and 
surveys, a bonus for recruiting and sponsoring other members, referrals and other revenue 
streams throughout the CVI-Options. This should be a fun, learning and rewarding 
experience. Time to become aware and familiar with the CVI-Options helps increase your 
speed and ability to make high quality pro-active decisions concerning all kinds of great 
opportunities. At any time, other membership options are available. With this system in place,  
a chance to review, plan, make decisions, allocate resources and enjoy all the advantages, 
compensation and options that are included is conveniently presented. 

Additionally, there are several accounts with special programs, offers, promotions, 
compensation, opportunities and possibilities that may be of interest to you. The Business 
Options Account, for those that want to pursue business, deal making and all kinds of 
possibilities in a local, regional or national scale involving the CVI-Options.  Although this  
account enables those capabilities, and nothing stops the member for taking initiative or 
acting in accordance with those provisions, the CVI-Personnel Development Program is 
available  and offered. This is a more comprehensive study of everything we are doing with 
CVI and more. Reading, practice and real world tasking is par for the course, with pop quiz,  
surveys and questionnaires at a more advanced level generating increased knowledge, 
awareness, perception, depth of understanding and competence, adding value in every way 
possible. This establishes a more solid foundation to build on, either for your personal, 
business and professional endeavours or in becoming CVI-Personnel as a Business 
Options Agent, a CVI Consultant or even as a Promoter and Finder.
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Our intention and focus is directed to national expansion plans at a provincial and territory  
level, as well as regional, city and small town level, that CVI-Personnel may co-ordinate 
unifed efforts with greater resources, offce facilities and conduct any number of business and 
fnancial transactions except for those listed in the Public Notice, unless of course, the 
member has secured registration and credentials from governing institutions as required. 
Business Options may be promoted by the member without the offce in place and may 
progress with the CVI-Personnel Development Program at their own pace.  This can lead to 
an amazing world of opportunities and be part of an even more dynamic team. The private 
perspective exceeds public limitations, conventional thinking and is directed to the alternate 
reality possible by choice and has a fantastic range of topics in great detail.

T h e Entrepreneur & Enterprise Account, if you are an entrepreneur or operate an 
enterprise, would like to be, or even if you like to promote this portfolio, this has a lot of 
exciting and rewarding possibilities to take advantage of especially in ground foor 
opportunities and may provide the kind of resources helpful at the early development stage.

The Co-operative Group Account if you are a member of a co-operative any where, and like 
our mutually benefcial endeavours that you may also promote to others, including members 
of your co-op, this is a good option to consider. We realize your interest and affnity to co-
operative social networks and this is a great thing, we would like to add a massive portfolio of  
opportunity with the CVI-Options and go beyond what is available only through your own 
existing co-op membership. We would like to work with you to build great things together. We 
have already developed special programs, accounts, portfolios, products and services, 
special promotions and compensation for individual members and your co-op, and there is 
much more work that needs to be done. 

CVI is not a true co-operative but does act in a mutually co-operative and benefcial manner,  
and exceeds limitations of co-op entities, which are good and useful as organized for a 
specifc purpose and operations. Many of the things we believe in and do are very much in 
line with co-operative ventures and belief systems, education, progress, democracy, freedom 
of choice, an effective vote (we don't like those class of shares out voting 100:1 either) and 
with a little twist of democratic consensus by the participating members. With CVI a member  
does not need everyone's approval or a specifed majority, they are pro-active, self-directed 
and go as far, as fast and as much as they want in their direction in line with their purpose,  
true hearts desires, goals and mission. We share in common much more than values, ideals, 
mission and the primary operational mandate of Made in Canada. We encourage members in 
multiple dimensions of learning, growth, thinking, doing, being and having, not to just act for  
themselves, but also accept personal responsibility and make valuable contributions to 
Canada, industries, their community in every way possible others in their social environment.

In a class of it's own is the Student Account. If you are or have been a student or will resume 
studies, this presents some great possibilities to save and make money through you 
educational career, plus going beyond with integrated job and career prospects with the 
whole CVI-Options that are yours to discover and explore. Part of our plan is to help minimize 
student debt that is often incurred in the process of getting your education, part of the plan is  
to save and make you more money conveniently as your main focus is education. 
Additionally, provisions for opportunities and resources to work at a long term plan and handle 
everyday living with reduced stress and time defcits. Another part of the plan, which is also 
for everyone, is to maximize intellectual capital, investment options and ways of building solid 
and enjoyable careers when you are starting out, with the ideal dream jobs more possible 
than ever before.  We have great ways to save money, earn money, get involved with the 
CVI-Options and build long term relationships that you can have challenge, reward and 
satisfaction in making good solid decisions. 
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Second action plan is to review the accounts and options and notice what you like. Make an 
initial plan with the big picture in mind as well as the smaller steps along the way that are 
important for you at this time in your life. It will be easier to make a plan with values, goals,  
ideals and the things that are most necessary and desired.

Third action plan is have a strategy and make a plan, when you can, review more of the 
exciting CVI-Options, accounts and portfolios and notice what appeals to you the most, once 
again, but at a different level, all these things should help, defne and redefne more of what  
you are looking for, need, would like to do, acquire, be, achieve or experience.  Some things  
in your original plan might change or be revised, your perspective will change as you will see 
and know much more and in greater detail. This process will continue. Make a plan, execute  
the plan with your resolution to succeed. Making a course of pro-active decisions is essential. 
You can always adjust your course, everything here is designed for maximum options, unless 
there are some limitations or special conditions, as these are very focused and dedicated.

What is important is to make a decision and actually take action, even if it is a little, sign up to 
a program, go in the direction that you choose.  You will discover your freedom, power, 
perspective and opportunity to express the best of who you are.  This endeavour is just as 
much about personal, profession and spiritual development as it is for fnancial and 
technological power and prosperity, we cannot have one without the other. We hope that you 
will fnd a whole new dimension, a positive, uplifting, cheerful, optimistic, constructive, 
encouraging and dynamic environment unlike any other. We are sure that you will learn more 
as we work to build great things together and long term relationships that will forever change 
the course of history as we choose to build and experience that alternate reality.

Fourth action plan 
For those that want to get going on something right away, there is a fantastic range of options 
to pick from, including accounts, portfolios, special promotions, compensation programs, and 
all kinds of ways to make, save and keep your money, increase the quality of life, things to 
lose sleep over and more stuff to get your heart in shape with. You can also check out various 
relevant options and actively get involved in a way that seems good to you and help build a 
better Canada. Focus on what you like and want, promote Made in Canada and even the 
CVI-Options. Various levels and types of compensation are available. Also, the Unifed 
Account and the Unifed Portfolio Options provide specifc sign-up, pro-active, involvement 
and orders, as a relevant, comprehensive, solid, rewarding option with far reaching impact.

For those already established in their careers, including those who might want to change 
careers to something more challenging, rewarding and in line with their values, purpose and 
desires, we have a wide array to pick from with the CVI-Options.  A considerable focus is 
placed on professional expertise, trades, technology, skill, talent and the ability to get things 
done with integrity in all that we do and all that we are.  We need a lot more people to get 
involved and we hope this is the most exciting, dynamic and alive opportunity you have ever 
seen and can't wait to get involved with. It is possible that the time to make a difference and  
capitalize on your personal life and professional experiences with greater income, intellectual 
capital optimization and a new environment is beginning to take shape now. It would be 
amazing and magical if we could get to all come together and work out providentially.

Much of what we do with CVI is about technology, productivity, people, intelligence and 
inventing or innovating solutions so that we can build great things together. Regardless of the 
technological or fnancial power anyone may have, a solid character and industrious work 
ethic is valuable. We are happy to promote and encourage all members in their endeavours 
and decisions as they  accept personal responsibility and live in accordance with their ideals  
to make a solid and long lasting contribution in their own unique way, to their industry, 
profession, associations, community, to this country and the world.
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It will take time to review all the CVI-Options, but the opportunity, reward and excitement of it  
is defnitely worth it, plus, it will be a good start to get going, make progress, make new goals  
and take action.  Your knowledge and awareness of the CVI-Options may be passed on to 
others who may beneft from useful, practical and dynamic solutions in some way, even if you 
do not utilize various options, as everyone is different. 

We hope you like the down to earth way of doing things and personal style, and all the great 
options we have for you that are included with the Business Development Group Membership 
and offer vision and opportunities to explore, learn, grow, promote, sponsor, build and 
develop all kinds of amazing possibilities as we continue to build a long term mutually 
benefcial relationship with even greater potential, but frst, we need to get started. This might 
be the hardest step to take, it is the most important one, as you exercise your personal  
freedom of choice and step in the right direction and creating an alternate reality! The future 
can be a whole lot better than what it would otherwise be. 

Vision, thinking, planning and action, with a focus on what you like and want is essential.  
Each member is fully capable to exercise their rights and equivalent responsibilities and make 
solid measurable progress in their individual goals, as well as valuable contributions in their 
trade, profession, family, community, local government and as much as possible to some of 
the many CVI-Option available within a more defned and powerful nation building program. 

We hope that your discovery with Capital Vault Incorporated is like having a treasure map, 
setting sail to new horizons and fnding buried treasure in some far off land, all right here in  
Canada. There is plenty to be excited about and involved in.

Finally, take a time out, let some things sink in, rest your eyes, close them if you want to and 
envision the kind of world and future you would really like, and specifcally concerning Canada 
as the land of opportunity. We hope that we can fnd ways to make that possible.

Cheers, to all the brave souls who step forward and advance in the direction of their dreams, 
their life's purpose and true hearts desire, and especially those who are dedicated to the 
mission, the universe of possibilities for you is a whole lot bigger and better than ever before. 

Capital Vault Incorporated
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